Case Study

SAP execution for a global audio giant for reduced costs and
improved decision making
World’s
leading
audio
brand wants to implement
SAP ERP 6.0

The client faced challenges
in the form of keeping track
of constantly changing
requirements and ensuring
that all requirements were
met
during
the
SAP
implementation.

ThincGlobalSoft deployed
a team with experience in
SAP implementation who
mapped all the business
requirements of the client.

Client
A renowned manufacturer of high-quality audio products and
infotainment systems wanted to implement SAP ECC 6 for its
company codes under one of its divisions. SAP ERP 6.0 offers over
300 functional enhancements which can enhance process efficiency.
By introducing SAP, the client wanted to employ enterprise services
immediately in order to improve business competence.
Challenges
The client faced myriad challenges such as :
a) Ensuring that 100% of business requirements were met
b) Country specific localization didn’t affect other company
codes in the division
c) Country specific localization needed compatibility with
global standards
d) Stringent time line
e) No standard process followed in QA
f) Keeping track of constantly changing requirements
Our Approach

TGS’ brought in better
decision-making
which
was a result of an
increased
test
result
transparency

To know more about how
TGS can implement SAP to
enable enterprise services in
your organization, contact us
today

Follow Us :

We used a team with SAP implementation experience during the
course of the project for testing. The TGS team worked closely with
the development team to ensure that the project was on the right
track. All the requirements of the business were mapped to the Test
scripts and even trivial requirements of the business were taken care
of. TGS logged in more than 500 defects, ensuring that SAP system
functions went live.
Benefits
The client had the following benefits after TGS’ intervention:
1. Reduced cost through the application of tools and guide
lines for future upgrades and maintenance
2. Reduction in time due to test process standardization
3. Based on SAP and testing experience gave practical advice
on Test Strategy
4. Increased end-user confidence in SAP implementation
5. Better decision-making based on increased test result
transparency
6. Reusable organizational process assets were delivered
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